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Identification of the TW Hya Association member 2M1235 −39: a
tertiary component of the HR 4796 system
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ABSTRACT

Aims. We seek to determine whether the late-type star 2MASS J12354893−3950245 (2M1235−39) is a member of the TW Hya
Association (TWA), a hypothesis suggested by its association with a bright X-ray source detected serendipitously by ROSAT and
XMM-Newton and its (∼ 3′) proximity to the well-studied (A+M binary) system HR 4796.
Methods. We used optical spectroscopy to establish the Li and Hα line strengths of 2M1235−39, and determined its proper motion
via optical imaging. We also considered its X-ray and near-IR fluxes relative to the M star HR 4796B.
Results. The optical spectrum of 2M1235−39 displays strong Li absorption and Hα emission (equivalent widths of 630 mÅ and−6.7
Å, respectively). Comparison of the spectrum with that of a nearby field star, along with the DENIS catalogIJK magnitudes, indicates
the spectral type of 2M1235−39 is M4.5. We measure a proper motion for 2M1235−39 that agrees, within the errors, with that of HR
4796.
Conclusions. The Li absorption and Hα emission line strengths of 2M1235−39, its near-IR and X-ray fluxes, and its proper motion
all indicate that 2M1235−39 is a TWA member. Most likely this star is a wide (13,500 AU) separation, low-mass, tertiary component
of the HR 4796 system.
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1. Introduction

As of little more than a decade ago, astronomers were almost
oblivious to the presence of low-mass, pre-main sequence stars
within ∼ 100 pc of Earth. The intervening years have seen the
identification of a few hundred such stars, with ages ranging
from 8 to 100 Myr, as part of numerous post-T Tauri associa-
tions (Zuckerman & Song 2004, hereafter ZS04, and references
therein; Torres et al. 2006, 2008). Perhaps the greatest excite-
ment associated with the recognition of the existence of nearby
young stars has been the opportunity to study, at close range, the
evolution of youthful planetary systems, via direct thermal imag-
ing of warm massive planets (e.g., Chauvin et al. 2004; Song et
al. 2006) and via imaging and spectroscopy of debris disks (e.g.,
Rebull et al. 2008 and references therein). Young, local stellar
groups also afford unique insight into the early evolution of low-
mass stars and ultracool dwarfs (e.g., Looper et al. 2007; Cruz et
al. 2008; and references therein).

The difficulty inherent in identifying young stars and young
star groups near Earth reflects the fact that such groups are
spread over large areas of the sky (ZS04). Furthermore, while
the local young groups are usually “spearheaded” by a hand-
ful of well-studied, individual systems that feature, e.g., strong
Hα emission, enormous IR excesses, and/or easily imaged debris
disks (TW Hya andβ Pic being cases in point), the vast major-

ity of nearby young stars are otherwise unremarkable late-type
(K through M) dwarfs that do not stand out or even turn up in
optical emission-line or far-infrared (e.g., IRAS) surveys.

However, all∼ 10–100 Myr-old stars of types F through M
are at or near the peaks of their lives in terms of their X-ray
luminosities relative to bolometric (with “saturated” values of
LX/Lbol ∼ 10−3, ZS04 [their Fig. 4]; see also Kastner et al. 1997
and Preibisch & Feigelson 2005). Hence, X-ray point source cat-
alogs, in tandem with recently released, comprehensive catalogs
of distances and proper motions of stars in the solar neighbor-
hood, have served as the main resources with which to isolate
stars that are likely nearby and young. Followup optical spec-
troscopy and/or imaging then readily confirms (or refutes) mem-
bership in the “nearby young star club,” via determination of
surface Li abundances and relative (UVW) Galactic space mo-
tions.

Here, we demonstrate that serendipitous XMM-Newton
and ROSAT X-ray detections of 2MASS J12354893−3950245
(hereafter 2M1235−39), combined with its optical spectrum
and proper motion, establishes this star as a member of the
quintessential local young star group, the TW Hya Association
(TWA; Kastner et al. 1997; Webb et al. 1999; Zuckerman et al.
2001). Indeed, 2M1235−39 is, likely, the tertiary component of
the well-studied HR 4796 (A+M star) binary system (Jura et al.
1993; Stauffer et al. 1995), which is designated TWA 11.

http://arXiv.org/abs/0808.2630v1
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2. Observations and Results

2.1. Serendipitous X-ray detections of 2M1235−39

2.1.1. ROSAT

No X-ray sources are associated with 2M1235−39 in the ROSAT
All-Sky Survey Bright or Faint Source Catalogs. However, the
HR 4796 system was the subject of a pointed 41 ks ROSAT HRI
observation (Jura et al. 1998). That observation resulted in de-
tections of HR 4796B and a source within 5′′ of the position
of 2M1235−39 (ROSAT HRI count rates1 23.7±0.8 ks−1 and
8.4±0.5 ks−1, respectively). The ROSAT/HRI detection of HR
4796B was used by Jura et al. to establish that the X-ray source
was centered on this M star, rather than on the primary (A-type)
star. The detection of 2M1235−39 was not noted by these au-
thors, however2.

2.1.2. XMM-Newton

The serendipitous XMM-Newton detection of 2M1235−39 is
summarized in Lopez-Santiago et al. (2007), who analyzed 58
bright (EPIC-MOS2 0.5–4.5 keV count rate> 10 ks−1) X-ray
sources with stellar counterparts that were detected in theXMM
Bright Serendiptious Survey (XBSS). In the Lopez-Santiagoet
al. study, 2M1235−39 was identified as a star of M4 spectral
type, where this spectral type is an estimate based its 2MASS
colors. A better defined color-index for spectral typing of mid-
M-type stars is I−K which, from DENIS, indicates a spectral
type of M4.5.

Given the relative paucity of serendipitous XMM sources
as bright as that associated with 2M1235−39 (Lopez-Santiago
et al. 2007), the proximity of the 2M1235−39 X-ray source to
HR 4796AB (angular displacement of∼ 3′) as well as the sim-
ilarity of the X-ray fluxes and temperatures determined for the
2M1235−39 and HR 4796B sources by Lopez-Santiago et al.
(2007) suggested to us that 2M1235−39 might be an as-yet un-
recognized member of the TWA and, perhaps, a widely sepa-
rated companion to HR 4796AB.

2.2. Optical spectroscopy of 2M1235−39 and reference star

To test the foregoing hypothesis, we obtained moderate-
resolution (R ∼ 1.16 Å) red (6500–7500Å region) spectra of
2M1235−39 and the nearby, M4 spectral type field star LHS 337
with the Double Beam Spectrograph (DBS) grating spectrom-
eter on the 2.3 m Siding Spring Observatory (SSO) telescope.
Results for the spectral range covering theλ6563 Hα andλ6708
Li i lines are displayed in Fig. 1. As expected for a member of the
TWA, 2M1235−39 displays strong Li absorption and Hα emis-
sion, with respective equivalent widths 630 mÅ and−6.66 Å.
The lithium measurement confirms the youth of this star, as M
dwarfs do not retain measureable abundances of Li beyond∼ 30
Myr (see ZS04 and references therein). Furthermore, the spectral
similarity of 2M1235−39 to LHS 337 (apart from the Li and Hα
lines) confirms that its spectral subtype is consistent withM4.5.

1 The HRI X-ray count rates listed here were obtained from the
HEASARC ROSAT archive; the count rate for HR 4796B is consistent
with that determined by Jura et al. (1998).

2 Indeed, the recognition that HR 4796 is a member of the TWA
(Webb et al. 1999) came subsequent to publication of Jura et al. (1998).
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Fig. 1. Spectra of 2M1235−39 and a field star (LHS 337) of
M4 spectral type, obtained with the Double Beam Spectrograph
on the 2.3 m Siding Spring Observatory telescope (top: entire
spectral range, bottom: closeup of the Hα and Li spectral re-
gion). Note the deep Li absorption and strong Hα emission in
the 2M1235−39 spectrum. These spectral features are typical of
the 8 Myr-old stars of the TWA.

2.3. Proper motion of 2M1235−39

To ascertain the proper motion of 2M1235−39, we obtained a
set of I band images of the field with a 512×512 CCD cam-
era on the 1 m telescope of the University of Tasmania Mt.
Canopus Observatory on 10 June 2008 (epoch 2008.44). The
camera pixel scale is 0.434±0.003 arcsec pix−1. With these im-
ages and the ESO 1982.37 epoch archival digitized sky image
of the 2M1235−39 field, the proper motion of 2M1235−39 was
measured using the IRAF taskgeomap (D. Rodriguez 2008, per-
sonal comm.). The resulting proper motion is−49.6 ± 3 and
−25.1± 3 mas yr−1 in RA and dec, respectively. Within the re-
spective errors, these proper motions agree with an averageof
those measured for HR 4796A in the Hipparchos, TYCHO, and
PPM catalogs, i.e., (−55.9,−24), (−53.3,−21.2), and (−46,−18)
mas yr−1, respectively.

3. Discussion

The strong Li absorption measured for 2M1235−39 is compati-
ble with TWA membership (e.g., Kastner et al. 1997; Webb et al.
1999; Zuckerman et al. 2001; Song et al. 2003). Specifically,the
previously established member stars of the TWA that are of M
spectral type have 6708 Å Li absorption line EWs in the range
360–650 mÅ. In addition, its Hα emission-line strength is near
the median for M stars in the TWA.

Adopting a conversion factor of 1.1×10−11 erg cm−2 count−1

(Jura et al. 1998), the respective ROSAT/HRI (0.1–2.4 keV) X-
ray fluxes are 9.2× 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 and 2.8× 10−13 erg cm−2

s−1 for the 2M1235−39 and HR 4796B X-ray sources, respec-
tively, whereas Lopez-Santiago et al. (2007) derive respective
intrinsic (0.5–10 keV) X-ray fluxes ofFX = 2.2×10−13 erg cm−2
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s−1 andFX = 1.4× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 from spectral modeling
of the XMM-Newton EPIC CCD data. As the X-ray spectra of
both sources display essentially no absorption (Lopez-Santiago
et al. 2007), the latter intrinsic fluxes also well representtheir
observed 0.5–10 keV fluxes as measured by XMM. The discrep-
ancies between the fluxes of the 2M1235−39 and HR 4796B
X-ray sources as measured by XMM/EPIC vs. ROSAT/HRI —
i.e., a factor∼ 2.5 for 2M1235−39 and∼ 5 for HR 4796B —
are likely due in large part to the superior hard X-ray sensitiv-
ity of XMM /EPIC, since each source displays not only a soft
(kT ∼ 0.3 keV) but a hard (kT ∼ 1.0 keV) X-ray component
in XMM /EPIC spectra (Lopez-Santiago et al.). It is also likely
that these sources display X-ray source variability typical of pre-
MS stars. In any event, the flux of the X-ray source associated
with 2M1235−39 is compatible with TWA membership, given
its mid-M spectral type (e.g., Kastner et al. 1997).

The proper motion of 2M1235−39 is also consistent with
TWA membership and, as noted in Section 2.3, agrees within
the errors with that of the HR 4796AB (= TWA 11AB =
CD−39 7717AB3) binary system. If 2M1235−39 is at the re-
vised Hipparcos-measured distance of HR 4796A, 78.5 pc (van
Leeuwen 2007), then the absolute K magnitude of 2M1235−39
is 4.5, based on the 2MASS and DENIS catalogs. This MK
places 2M1235−39 within or perhaps slightly above the locus
of 5–8 Myr-old stars in the TWA and theη Cha cluster, very
near the position of a binary M4.5 system inη Cha (e.g., Fig.
2 in Song et al. 2003 and Fig. 2 in ZS04). Its similarity to the
latter system suggests that 2M1235−39 may be a close binary.
Given these considerations and the very low areal density of
known TWA members, most likely 2M1235−39 (“TWA 11C”)
and TWA 11AB are physically bound, with a projected separa-
tion of 13,500 AU. This would make TWA 11AB and TWA 11C
the widest known binary in the TWA by a large margin (the pre-
viously identified TWA binary systems all have separations less
than∼ 15′′, or∼ 750 AU).

4. Conclusions

All measured properties of 2M1235−39 presented here — its Li
absorption and Hα emission line strengths, its near-IR and X-
ray fluxes, and its proper motion — are compatible with TWA
membership. Based on these results and on the similarity of its
common proper motion to that of HR 4796A, we conclude that
2M1235−39 is most likely a wide (13,500 AU) separation, low-
mass, tertiary component of the HR 4796 system.
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